
Introduction 

In this tutorial, we’ll examine how to record KARMA Performances into the Motif XF and XS internal 
sequencer, and alternately into an external sequencing program. 

In designing how KARMA Motif works, I’ve spent considerable effort on trying to make it as 
transparent as possible to record a KARMA Performance and get back what you’ve just done. So while 
this tutorial may appear lengthy, much of the detail you probably don’t need to know in the early 
stages of trying to record your performances - but it is provided so you can understand how it all 
works and where to look for solutions to common issues. 

There are easier ways to record KARMA: namely, just record as audio what you are doing in real-time! 
However, this tutorial concentrates on techniques for recording a Control Track representing the 
entire KARMA Performance, and recording the output of KARMA as MIDI data onto separate tracks - so 
that you have all of the ingredients of your KARMA-generated Performance as MIDI data that you can 
work with further, without involving the KARMA Motif software. 

So let’s get started – first, there is some background information you need to know. 
 

KARMA Performance = Motif Song 

Each of the included KARMA Factory Performances calls up a matching 16-track multi-timbral setup (a 
song) in the Motif’s Song Mode. The songs are set up to facilitate recording the output of KARMA 
Motif, should you wish to do so. This means that you can jam with the KARMA Performance, work out 
your chords, scene change ideas, lead-lines and other nuances, and then record the entire 
performance into the Motif’s sequencer (or an external DAW) in real-time.  

Several methods can be used to record a KARMA Performance: 

1. Record a “Control Track” – this means recording what you play on the keyboard, the physical 
controllers, and the various scene changes and button pushes and real-time adjustments you 
make – but not the output of KARMA. This way, you can tweak the control track, get all your scene 
changes and button pushes perfect, and then playback the track and have it perform the music 
just as if you were playing KARMA live. Later, you can then use the finished Control Track to “play” 
KARMA, while recording the output of the KARMA Modules to MIDI (or audio) tracks if desired. 

2. Record the output of KARMA direct – this means recording on multiple tracks (MIDI or audio) in 
real-time the various musical parts of a KARMA Performance. 

You can record the results of a KARMA Performance directly into the Motif’s internal sequencer. In this 
case, you cannot use the Remote Mode to control KARMA, because the Motif’s internal sequencer will 
not operate when the Motif is in Remote Mode. However, if you use the “Control Track” method of 
recording, you can configure KARMA so that all of the computer keyboard commands can be 
transmitted as MIDI events to the internal sequencer and recorded for complete duplication of a 
Performance. Changing scenes, triggering chords, moving sliders and buttons with the mouse, 
triggering fills and stutters, etc. can all be transmitted and recorded as MIDI events. 

Alternately, you can use an external sequencer or DAW program to record KARMA, and send it back to 
the Motif. In this case, the Motif’s song mode is simply used as a 16 track multi-timbral setup. 

(Of course, if you are using an external DAW, there’s no rule that says you need to record any MIDI – 
you could simply record the output of the Motif to audio tracks as an alternate method. However, in 
this tutorial we will be looking at recording MIDI tracks.) 
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The “KARMA Control Track” Concept 

During development of KARMA Motif, we tried to come up with the easiest way to record the results 
of the KARMA Performances into both the internal sequencer, and external DAWs. A design limitation 
of the Motif’s internal sequencer is that you cannot selectively record-enable more than one track. You 
can only select a single specific track, or all tracks. Since playing on the LH and RH keyboard areas of a 
KARMA performance play multiple parts on two different Tracks and MIDI Channels, you could not 
enable just the two tracks to record the LH and RH parts at the same time, for example (not even 
considering the rest of KARMA). 

So we came up with the following concept: When performing with KARMA Motif, you keep the Motif 
Song on Track 1, which is set to MIDI Channel 1. Everything you do on the keyboard, and all of the 
various controller moves and button pushes in the KARMA application are transmitted on MIDI 
Channel 1. This data on Channel 1 is distributed to all the elements of a KARMA Performance (6 
Modules, 2 Keyboard Layers, and any additional Motif arps or sound effects on the Chord Triggers). 
Then, each of the KARMA elements transmit their resulting data on Channels 2~16. In other words, 
MIDI comes into KMO on Channel 1; MIDI goes out of KMO on many other MIDI Channels except 
Channel 1. 

See the section below “KARMA Performance MIDI Channel Setup” for the standard MIDI channel 
settings used in all KARMA Factory Performances. 

This concept allows everything that you do while performing with KARMA Motif to be recorded on a 
single MIDI track (Channel 1), and then played back into KMO such that it completely recreates the 
same live performance. 

 

If you look at the Performance 
Editor > MIDI Setup page for 
any Performance, you will see 
this reflected in the settings, as 
illustrated to the right. Each of 
the eight parts has the Input 
Channel set to 1, while the eight 
parts MIDI Out Channels are 2 ~ 
9. (Not shown: Chord Trigger 
Motif Arp settings, which are 
generally on Channels 10 and 
11 – and are set in the Chord 
Trigger Editor.) 

 

 

If you examine one of the corresponding Motif 
Songs, you will see that the first Part/Track is always 
set to a User Voice named [KARMA Cntrl Track]. Due 
to the way the Motif sequencer works, you have to 
have an active voice on Track 1 in order to transmit 
MIDI data while playing track 1. In order to make 
this a “dummy voice” and not use any polyphony, 
nor respond to the actual notes played on Channel 
1, the “Note Limit Low/High” settings of Track 1 are 
C-2/C-2, effectively blocking the voice from playing 
or using any polyphony. In addition, the [KARMA 
Cntrl Track] voice itself has all elements turned off. 
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KARMA Performance MIDI Channel Setup 

All of the KARMA Motif Factory Performances have the Keyboard Layers, Modules and Motif arps 
arranged in the following standardized fashion (shown with MIDI Channels): 

 Single Drum GE Performances Channel Dual Drum GE Performances Channel 
 Kbd Layer 1: Left Hand 2 Kbd Layer 1: Left Hand 2 
 Kbd Layer 2: Right Hand 3 Kbd Layer 2: Right Hand 3 
 Module 1: Drums/Percussion 4 Module 1: Drums/Perc 1 4 
 Module 2: Bass 5 Module 2: Drums/Perc 2 5 
 Module 3: Additional Part 6 Module 3: Bass 6 
 Module 4: Additional Part 7 Module 4: Additional Part 7 
 Module 5: Additional Part 8 Module 5: Additional Part 8 
 Module 6: Drum or Melodic Fill 9 Module 6: Drum or Melodic Fill 9 
 Motif Arp 1 10 Motif Arp 1 10 
 Motif Arp 2 11 Motif Arp 2 11 
 Second Lead Sound (optional) 12 Second Lead Sound (optional) 12 

How KARMA handles incoming MIDI data 
When you play on Track 1 of the Motif Song, you are sending MIDI notes and controller information 
into the KARMA Performance on Channel 1. By default, all of the included KARMA Performances use 
Channel 1 for the Input Channel settings in the Performance Editor MIDI Setup page. Therefore, 
KARMA is able to intercept the controller information and route it according to the settings on the 
Performance Editor Filter page. Consequently, the Motif’s Cutoff, Resonance, and other CC-based part 
control knob movements (Tone 1 Knobs) can control the tracks that are being played by any of the 
KARMA Modules or Keyboard Layers. 

When you switch to any other Track in the Motif Song, the MIDI data that the Motif is transmitting 
changes MIDI Channels according to the Tx Channel of the Track or Part, which generally follows the 
track number. So typically, when you are on Track 2, you are transmitting on MIDI Channel 2, Track 3 is 
MIDI Channel 3, and so on. Since this no longer matches the Input Channel of the KARMA 
Performance, KARMA does not respond to this data. 

However, in the case of the Motif’s Selected Part Control and Multi Part Control knobs, KARMA can 
echo this MIDI data back to the Motif (depending on the Keyboard Thru setting), so that you can affect 
various settings of the voices being played by KARMA. Alternately, if the Motif’s Local Control setting is 
on, the Motif does it automatically. See the next section for a discussion of Local Control and Keyboard 
Thru. 

Another way of looking at this is: when you are playing on Track 1, you are controlling KARMA, and the 
MIDI notes and CC-based Part Control knobs are intercepted and routed by KARMA. When you change 
to any other track, the notes and knob movements are no longer intercepted by KARMA and are 
simply passed through to the track on the MIDI Channel of the track. 

Local Control and Keyboard Thru 
There are two ways of operating KARMA and the Motif 
with regards to the Motif’s Local Control setting (on 
the Utility > Control > MIDI page) and KARMA’s 
Keyboard Thru setting (on the Options Menu). 

If you have experience using the Motif with external 
recording software, then you probably already know 
what Local Control does. Most external sequencing 
programs want you to turn Local Control Off, and then 
the software echoes the MIDI back to the Motif using 
some type of option similar to “Keyboard Thru” (also 
sometimes called “MIDI Thru” or “MIDI Echo” or some 
variation of that). This is so the external software can 
control the routing of the MIDI data to various tracks.  
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Setting Local Control to off disconnects the Motif’s keyboard from the internal tone generator. 
However, the keyboard still transmits MIDI to the computer. The computer software then echoes the 
data back to the Motif with some type of MIDI Thru feature, so that the internal tone generator plays it. 
The end effect is that the software is “inserted” between the keyboard and the internal tone generator. 

In this case, if Local Control is not set to Off, then both the computer and the keyboard are playing the 
internal tone generator at the same time, essentially doubling the MIDI data, which produces an 
unnatural phasing doubled sound. This is why Local Control should usually be off when using 
computer software. However, if you leave Local Control set to off and you are not using any external 
computer software, the Motif will produce no sound – which often fools new users into thinking their 
keyboard is broken. 

KARMA Motif can work with either of the following arrangements: 
 
Local Control On, Keyboard Thru Off 

This is the default method of operating KARMA Motif (since it’s the easiest to understand) - especially 
for those who do not intend to use other external software for recording. The keyboard is initially set 
up this way when you load the included Motif Data file. This is also the recommended method to use if 
you want to record into the Motif’s internal sequencer, since it does not require reconfiguring the 
Keyboard Thru setting when dumping all of KARMA’s MIDI data into the Motif using overdub mode on 
all tracks (explained in the “Using The Motif’s Internal Sequencer” section). 
 
Local Control Off, Keyboard Thru On 

This is an alternate method of operating KARMA Motif, especially with external recording software. It 
does require being aware that Local Control may need to be manually turned on again when not 
using the software (or using KARMA’s Automatic Local Control feature, located in the MIDI Setup 
(Global) Editor > General page.) Additionally, if you use this method with the Motif’s internal 
sequencer, you need to be aware of an additional step to perform when dumping all of KARMA’s MIDI 
data into the Motif using overdub mode on all tracks, in order to avoid possibly corrupting the Control 
Track (also explained in the “Using The Motif’s Internal Sequencer” section). 

Note: If you intend to use KARMA Motif just with the included Factory Performances (which all use the Song 
Mode of the Motif) then this all works logically as described above. However, if you decide to use KARMA 
with the Voice Mode of the Motif (which is possible), and create a Performance calling up a Motif Voice, 
then Keyboard Thru purposely does nothing, because you are only working with a single MIDI Channel. 
Furthermore, for KARMA to work properly in Voice Mode, you must use the Local Control Off setting. Then, if 
you want the actual Keyboard notes to play on top of the KARMA generated effect in Voice Mode, you 
would use the Performance Editor > Key Zones > Thru In Zone parameter. 
 

Sequencing Reset/Reload Performance Warning 

Before explaining the process of sequencing, it’s useful to first mention a warning dialog you will see, 
what it means, and how to deal with it. This relates to both internal and external sequencing. 

When you record a Control Track with a KARMA Performance, and you change scenes, change control 
layers, mute or un-mute modules and vary RTC settings, you have “edited” the Performance (and a 
diamond mark (Mac) or asterisk (Win) will appear to the left of the name). For example, you may have 
finished the recording on a different scene or control layer, with various scenes modified along the 
way. If you then play back the Control Track without reloading the Performance first, it will not be 
playing back with the correct “startup” settings – and many things could sound wrong. 

Therefore, KARMA has a “Sequencing Reset” feature where it will automatically reload the current 
Performance when receiving a “Locate to Start” message (technically, a Song-Position Pointer (SPP) 
message of 0). When the Motif’s sequencer finishes playing, the Motif sends a “Locate to Start” 
message automatically. Alternately, if you stop the song while it is playing, and press the Locate 
button to go back to the beginning, the “Locate to Start” message will also be sent. External 
sequencing programs also send these same messages or can be configured to send them. 

The default behavior of the KARMA software is to show the warning dialog pictured below whenever 
the Performance is edited and the “Reload Performance” message is received. Why? 
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Since the Motif or external sequencers can also send this 
message sometimes when you are not expecting it, it might 
happen that you were in the process of editing something in 
a Performance (and not recording at that moment), but then 
you receive an “SPP 0” message. KARMA would reload back 
to the startup settings for the Performance, all edits would be 
reverted, and the edited mark would disappear, possibly 
blowing out your edits that you might have wanted to save. 

Therefore, this dialog gives you an opportunity to cancel the 
reload. However, this can become annoying when trying to 
record KARMA Performances, so there is a setting in the 
Preferences > General page “Warn when edited and 
reloading the current Performance.” If you turn this off, 
anytime a “Locate to Start” message is received, KARMA will 
reload the current Performance without warning you about 
it. 

Alternately, you can disable the whole feature in the MIDI 
Setup (Global) Editor > General page by disabling the 
Sequencing Reset feature. In this case, you would need to manually reload the Performance prior to 
playing back the Control Track, or insert MIDI events at the 
beginning of the track to reset various edited parts back to 
the startup settings. As this is complicated, we recommend 
using the Sequencing Reset feature, turning off the warning dialog setting when working with 
sequencers, and then turning the warning dialog setting back on during programming of 
Performances and other editing.  
 

About Cubase and Song Position Pointer (SPP) 
In order to have Cubase send SPP, you MUST NOT check the 'Always Send Start Message' box (found 
under Transport - Project Synchronization Setup...). I can't explain the why of this, but I have confirmed 
the fact of it via low-level MIDI monitoring. When the box is checked, SPP messages are not generated. 
When the box is unchecked, SPP 0 messages will be generated when Cubase playback or recording is 
underway and is halted. 

 
Thus, to use KARMA's 'Reload Performance on SPP 0' feature as described above be sure to leave 
'Always Send Start Message' unchecked in Cubase. 

If for some reason you need to operate with this box checked, then you will need to manually reload the 
Performance prior to playing back the Control Track. 
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Recording Aftertouch 
Most of KARMA’s Performances have Aftertouch programmed 
to add vibrato to the RH lead sound, so that you can play 
chords or do other things with the LH and still add expressive 
vibrato to the lead sound by pressing the note after playing it. 
By default the Motif’s internal sequencer and many external 
sequencers disable the recording of Aftertouch, so you need to 
be aware of this and enable it if you want to use this feature. In 
the Motif, this setting is located by pressing the [SEQ SETUP] 
button and going to the MIDI Filter tab. Make sure that 
“Channel Aftertouch” is unchecked (off) in the “In” column. 

 

 

 
In Digital Performer, used for the DAW examples later in this 
chapter, you would select the Setup Menu > Set Input Filter… 
command, and make sure everything is turned on (enabled), 
including “Mono Pressure”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Cubase the filter settings are found via Preferences - MIDI Filter: 
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Using the Motif’s Internal Sequencer (Direct) 

The easiest way of recording into the Motif’s sequencer is to just record the output of KARMA directly 
while you are jamming with a Performance. This means your timing and performance have to be 
pretty good, since it’s difficult to fix any timing errors with scene changes and other KARMA features in 
multiple tracks of generated data. See the next section for how to record with a Control Track, which 
allows greater control over the Performance before you dump all the MIDI data. 

When recording directly, it really doesn’t matter which of 
the Local Control/Keyboard Thru setups you use, the 
results end up the same. 

The following discussion assumes you already have a good 
basic understanding of how to record into the Motif’s 
sequencer, and perform most of the associated operations 
involved in recording a song. 

To record the MIDI output of a KARMA Performance 
directly: 

1. Press the Record button on the Motif, and set Record 
Type to “replace”. 

2. Press [F6] “All Track” to record enable all tracks. 
3. Press Play to begin recording, and press Stop when 

you are finished. 

Tips: 

1) Allow an additional measure of count-off (1 bar of 
silence) before starting your recording, to make sure you 
don’t miss the first events sent by KARMA. 

2) Record KARMA’s Stop button at the end before 
stopping the sequencer. 

On the Motif’s TrackView page, you will then see that the 
Motif has recorded data for all of the parts that KARMA is 
generating. See the section “Songs Tracks and what is 
recorded” for some important information. 

Since the Motif can only record on one track or all tracks, 
you cannot exclude Track 1 from the recording - so you will 
end up recording a Control Track that is not needed* at the same time, anyway. That means that if you 
play back the song, Track 1 will trigger KARMA and reproduce the same Performance, on top of what 
was already recorded – so you would have doubled data and it won’t sound right.  

Therefore, to playback the recorded output, press the Bypass Button in 
KARMA Motif’s Toolbar to disable the software (or choose Options > 
Bypass) – otherwise, KARMA will playback on top of the recorded output. 
You can also see the next section for alternate methods of disabling KARMA 
during playback. 

* See the section “Recording KARMA Wave-Sequencing” for important exceptions to this rule and how to 
deal with it. 
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Using the Motif’s Internal Sequencer (Control Track) 
This section discusses how to use the “Control Track” concept of recording with the Motif’s internal 
sequencer. The idea is to first record a single Control Track on Channel 1 containing all of your 
Performance, including the left and right hand parts, and button pushes or controller moves from the 
computer or external controllers triggering various KARMA features such as fills, stutters, scene 
changes, etc. Once you have the completed Control Track, you can play it back into KARMA and it 
reproduces the whole Performance. 

At that point, you could simply record to audio if that’s what you want to do. However, you may wish 
to record all of the MIDI data that KARMA is generating onto separate tracks, so that you can have it all 
in the sequencer and continue to add additional parts or work with it in other ways, without needing 
to have the KARMA software involved. Therefore, this section also explains how to dump all of 
KARMA’s output to separate tracks as well. 

The following discussion assumes you already have a good basic understanding of how to record into 
the Motif’s sequencer, and perform most of the associated operations involved in recording a song. 

 
Method 1 (Local Control On) – Recommended/Easiest 

• KARMA Input Channel 1; Output Channels 2~16 (all Factory Performances configured this way) 
• Dummy [KARMA Cntrl] voice on track 1 (all Factory Performances configured this way) 
• Motif’s Local Control On 
• KARMA Options Menu > Keyboard Thru Off 
• KARMA does not echo any MIDI back to the Motif  

1. Press the Record button on the Motif, and set 
Record Type to “replace”. 

2. Press [F6] “All Track” (if necessary) to switch back to 
a single record track. Make sure “Record Part” is set 
to 1. 

3. Record your live performance on Track 1. Edit and 
tweak until you have your completed KARMA 
Control Track. You can also use “overdub” mode to 
add elements to the track – for example, you could 
record chord trigger or LH chords the first pass, 
overdub the lead line the second pass, add scene 
change buttons and controller moves on the third 
pass, and so on.  

Tips: 

1) Allow an additional measure of count-off (1 bar of 
silence) before starting your recording, to make sure 
you don’t miss the first events sent by KARMA. 

2) Record KARMA’s Stop button at the end before 
stopping the sequencer. 

4. Once you have your KARMA Control Track finished, 
you can play it back and it recreates the 
Performance exactly as if you were doing it in real-
time from the keyboard. 
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5. When you eventually want to record the MIDI 
output of KARMA for all tracks: 

a. Press the [Record] button on the Motif, and 
change Record Type to “overdub”. 

b. Press [F6] “All Track” to record enable all tracks. 
c. Press [Play] to begin recording, and press [Stop] 

when the Control Track is finished. 

On the Motif’s TrackView page, you will then see 
that the Motif has recorded data for all of the parts 
that KARMA is generating from the Control Track. 
See the section “Songs Tracks and what is recorded” 
for some important information. 

The “clever” part of this is: since the Record Type is 
“overdub”, it doesn’t erase the already recorded 
Control Track. KARMA is not echoing any MIDI data 
back to the Motif, so nothing is added to the 
Control Track by the overdub since KARMA is not 
generating anything on Channel 1*. However, the 
overdub setting on “all tracks” records the MIDI 
generated by the various KARMA Modules, 
Keyboard Layers and Motif arps on different MIDI 
Channels onto each corresponding track. 

See the section “Recording KARMA Wave-Sequencing 
(Internal Sequencer)” for important exceptions to this rule 
and how to deal with it.  
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Method 2 (Local Control Off) 

• KARMA Input Channel 1; Output Channels 2~16 (all Factory Performances configured this way) 
• Dummy [KARMA Cntrl] voice on track 1 (all Factory Performances configured this way) 
• Motif’s Local Control Off 
• KARMA Options Menu > Keyboard Thru On 
• KARMA echoes incoming MIDI messages back to the Motif 

(Refer to the diagrams in the previous section) 

1. Record your live performance on Track 1, with Record Type “replace”. Edit and tweak until you 
have your completed KARMA Control Track. You can also use “overdub” mode to add elements to 
the track – for example, you could record chord trigger or LH chords the first pass, overdub the 
lead line the second pass, add scene change buttons and controller moves on the third pass, and 
so on. Tip: It’s a good idea to record the pressing of KARMA’s Stop button at the end of the Performance 
to record that into the Control Track as well. 

2. Once you have your KARMA Control Track finished, you can play it back and it generates a 
Performance exactly as if you were doing it in real-time from the keyboard. 

3. When you eventually want to record the MIDI output of KARMA for all tracks: 

a. Turn Off Keyboard Thru in KARMA Motif (on the Options Menu) 
b. Press [Record] button on the Motif, and change Record Type to “overdub” 
c. Press [F6] “All Track” to record enable all tracks 
d. Press [Play] to begin recording, and press [Stop] when the Control Track is finished. 

On the Motif’s TrackView page, you will then see that the Motif has recorded data for all of the 
parts that KARMA is generating from the Control Track. See the section “Songs Tracks and what is 
recorded” for some important information. 

Again, since the Record Type is “overdub”, it doesn’t erase the already recorded Control Track. 
KARMA is not echoing any MIDI data back to the Motif (because you turned off Keyboard Thru), 
so nothing is added to the Control Track by the overdub since KARMA is not generating anything 
on Channel 1*. However, the overdub setting on “all tracks” records the MIDI generated by the 
various KARMA Modules, Keyboard Layers and Motif arps on different MIDI Channels onto each 
corresponding track. 

* See the section “Recording KARMA Wave-Sequencing (Internal Sequencer)” for important exceptions 
to this rule and how to deal with it. 

Important: if you do not turn off Keyboard Thru in KARMA Motif in step 3a, you will overdub the 
Control Track on top of itself, because Track 1 MIDI data will be echoed back to the Motif, and you will 
end up with double MIDI events on Track 1. This will ruin your Control Track, so be careful! 

When using either method: 

To playback the recorded output, press the Bypass Button in KARMA Motif’s 
Toolbar to disable the software (or choose Options > Bypass) – otherwise, 
KARMA will playback on top of the recorded output.  

Alternately, you could set the “Ext” checkbox to off for 
Track 1 in the Motif sequencer on the Track Page, and it 
will no longer transmit the Control Track to KARMA. Or 
you could set the Transmit Channel (TxCh) of Track 1 to 
off – whichever you prefer. 

The important thing is to not be triggering KARMA with 
the Control Track once you’ve already recorded the 
output and are done with KARMA. You could also erase 
Track 1, but it’s a good idea to keep the Control Track 
around in case you want to go back and change 
something and re-generate the KARMA parts. (See the 
section “Recording KARMA Wave-Sequencing” for other reasons you might want to keep Track 1 data.) 
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Note that when using the Local Control off method, and entering Bypass, you also need to set 
KARMA’s Keyboard Thru setting Off during playback or all of the recorded tracks will be echoed back 
to the Motif. However, this will not allow you to change Tracks on the Motif and get any sound out of 
the unit. Alternately, you could use the “Automatic Local Control” feature in KARMA’s MIDI Setup 
(Global) Editor > General page, with the “Bypass Toggles Local Control” option. KARMA then turns 
on Local Control when Bypass is entered, so you can play different tracks on the Motif, while ignoring 
the Keyboard Thru setting in the KARMA software. 

Note: it is not possible to have the Motif sequencer “waiting” for a MIDI Start message to begin recording, 
because KARMA will send the Start message when first triggered, immediately followed by the first notes. 
Apparently, the Motif sequencer requires a certain small period of time after receiving the Start message to 
begin recording, and you will always lose the first notes of KARMA, or the first Chord Trigger button push or 
Fill button (if you use those to start a Performance) if you attempt to record this way. Therefore, the 
recommended method is to use the first measure of the song as a “count-off” (i.e. record 4 beats of silence 
and then start the KARMA Performance). See the “Synchronization Strategies” section for more info. 

Important warning: If you have recorded any data into the Motif’s sequencer, and you change 
Performances in KARMA Motif so that it selects a new Song, you will lose your recorded data. The Motif does 
not put up a warning dialog as it does if you try to change the Song in the Motif itself. It simply switches to 
the new Song and blows away your data – so be forewarned! 
 

How does the Control Track work? 

There are several things going on here that make the Control Track work: 

1. You are playing the Motif keyboard on Track 1, and transmitting MIDI data on Channel 1. If Local 
Control is on (and Keyboard Thru is off), the Motif’s sequencer records the Channel 1 notes and 
controller moves (mod wheel, ribbon, pitch bend etc.) directly internally. Meanwhile, the data is 
transmitted to the KARMA Performance, which is set to use Channel 1 as input. If Local Control is 
off (and Keyboard Thru is on), then KARMA echoes the Channel 1 data back to the Motif where it 
is also recorded onto Track 1. 

2. The reason the operations of various KARMA features from the computer or external controller 
(fills, stutters, scene changes etc.) get recorded and are able to be played back to control the 
KARMA Software can be found on the MIDI Setup 
(Global) Editor > RTC Setup page. The Transmit 
and Receive 1 Ports for Real-Time Controllers are 
both set to the Motif Driver’s Port 1 on Channel 1, 
and are both active. This means that various KARMA 
features transmit their CC and note messages to the 
Motif on Channel 1 where they are recorded into the Control Track along with whatever you 
happen to be doing on the keyboard of the Motif at the same time. When you playback the 
Control Track, these recorded messages are received the same way and will then trigger the same 
KARMA features the same way. These are the default settings for an auto-configured KARMA Motif 
setup, so if you change these it will no longer work as described. 
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Song Tracks and what is recorded 

When recording the MIDI output of KARMA into the internal sequencer (either recording directly to all 
tracks, or using the Control method and then dumping the KARMA data to all tracks using overdub), 
it’s important to understand something about how the track channels are set up. 

For an example, take a look at the 
Song Mode > Track tab for 
Performance “3: The Funk that 
Hopped”: 

In most of the Songs, you will notice 
that the TxCh (Transmit Channel) 
settings go up sequentially from 1 
to about 9 or 10 but then they may 
get mixed up and you will see some 
duplicate MIDI channels. The parts 
that share a MIDI channel with 
another track will have the “Int” and 
“Ext” checkboxes turned off. 

For example, it’s somewhat typical 
in many KARMA Performances to use more than one part for the main Drum Groove on MIDI Channel 
4, and to sometimes layer parts to get fatter or different sounds. In the above example, there are three 
parts with Drum Voices set to Channel 4, such that one is zoned to play the kick and snare, another is 
zoned to do the hi-hats and toms, and a third is zoned to do the rest of the cymbals and percussion. 
There are two bass voices layered together, on MIDI Channel 5, to provide a fatter, thicker bass sound. 
Finally, the example above also shows three Drum Voices being used for the Drum Fill on MIDI 
Channel 9. 

Something to be aware of: the Motif does not correctly display the Voice Names for the channels 
assigned to the duplicate MIDI Channel – it displays again the name of the Voice used on the first track 
having that MIDI Channel. In the above example, you see the same Drum Kit for all parts, and the same 
Synth Bass for both bass tracks, but the voices assigned in the Mixing Mode are actually different. 

If you record into the internal sequencer the output of all of KARMA’s tracks, using the “Record All 
Tracks” function of the Motif, duplicate data will be recorded onto those tracks. The diagram below 
shows the result of recording onto all tracks at once using the previous example “The Funk that 
Hopped”: 

As shown, when you record the 
output of KARMA with all tracks, 
what happens is each track set to 
Channel 4 ends up with a complete 
duplicate copy of the data for 
Channel 4. The key zones do not 
split up the data; rather, all of the 
data on Channel 4 is recorded 
simultaneously onto three different 
tracks, resulting in three copies of 
the data. Each track set to Channel 5 
gets a duplicate copy of the bass 
line. Each track set to Channel 9 
gets a duplicate copy of the Drum 
Fill. This is truly not optimal but it’s how the Motif’s Sequencer works. 

If the additional tracks set to duplicate MIDI Channels do not have the “Int” (Internal) checkboxes off 
on the Song Mode > Track tab, during playback of the data you will get all three copies of the data 
playing all three of the drum parts, both copies of the bass line playing the bass part, and so on. The 
result will be a phasey, flangey mess from the duplicate MIDI data. This is why the “Int” checkboxes are 
off, and the “Ext” checkboxes are off as well in case you are trying to control external gear.  
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Just so you know, I also tried setting these duplicate parts to a TxCh of “Off”, and they still record the 
useless duplicate MIDI data. I consider this a bug in the Motif, or at least a great oversight – there’s no 
way that I could find to stop it from recording the duplicate MIDI data. So I decided that rather than 
set the TxCh to Off, which makes the tracks look like blank empty tracks and gives no information that 
they are in use, I would leave them set to the correct MIDI channel, and turn off the “Int” and “Ext” 
checkboxes. This serves three purposes: 

1. To let you know that they are in fact duplicate MIDI 
Channels, so you can still see what part is assigned to 
that track and on what MIDI Channel; 

2. To prevent the duplicate MIDI data from sounding 
during playback; 

3. To provide an easy way to see which tracks can be 
safely erased after you are done recording KARMA. (Of 
course, you can leave the duplicate MIDI data, but it’s a 
waste of memory and potentially confusing when you 
are editing the song, as it makes it look like the track 
contains something useful.) You can erase the useless 
duplicate tracks at any point using the Job button.  

Recording KARMA Wave-Sequencing (Internal Sequencer) 
KARMA Wave-Sequencing is a feature whereby the Module’s Generated Effect changes the waveforms 
of each note as they are being generated. This is done by sending System Exclusive (SysEx) messages 
to the Motif. However, SysEx messages are not channel-specific and consequently, the Motif records 
all SysEx messages onto the first record-enabled track. They do not necessarily go on the track that they 
are actually influencing. Therefore, there are several issues and workarounds you need to be aware of 
when recording Performances using KARMA Wave-Sequencing. (Most Performances that use KARMA 
Wave-sequencing have the name of the Module as “WaveSeq” or some variation.) 

Single KARMA Wave-Sequencing Module 

For example, the Performance “On Gossamer Wings” has Module 5 on Channel 8 and Track 8 
producing KARMA Wave-Sequencing. However, the resulting SysEx messages, even though they affect 
Track 8, will end up recorded onto Track 1 in the Motif sequencer (because it is the first record-enabled 
track with all tracks enabled). This causes several special considerations: 

1. With the “Direct” method of recording, the SysEx messages go onto the “unused” Control Track on 
Track 1. We then told you above to Bypass KARMA when playing back the results – this actually 
works fine, because the SysEx data on Track 1 causes the wave-sequencing to occur on Track 8, 
while the note and controller data on Track 1 does nothing because of the dummy silent voice we 
have assigned to the track. However, you cannot erase Track 1, as it contains the SysEx data 
necessary for the wave-sequencing. You could selectively erase everything but the SysEx if you 
needed to. (You can also set Track 1’s TxCh to Off, so it doesn’t play any of the note and CC data, 
and the SysEx still plays, because it is not channelized data.) You can also move the SysEx data 
from Track 1 to another track, and then get rid of the Control Track, as explained below. 

2. When using the “Control Track” method, as you are 
recording your Control Track you will inadvertently 
record the SysEx messages coming from Module 5 
onto Track 1, mixed in with your Control Track, even 
though it is not supposed to be recording anything 
but Channel 1 data. You can see this when done with 
recording a Control Track pass by using the [EDIT] 
button the Motif to go into Event Edit on Track 1 – 
you will see a whole bunch of SysEx messages. This is 
potentially problematic, because you won’t really 
know the messages are there, but later when you 
dump the other tracks using overdub, you’ll end up 
overdubbing the same SysEx back into the track and 
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have twice the messages. This might cause problems if you were recording randomly assigned 
waves, because each pass might be different. Not only that, SysEx data is dense and you don’t 
really want to have useless doubled values in the track. Therefore, in this case you should perform 
the following steps: 

a. When recording the Control Track, disable the recording of SysEx, using 
[SEQ SETUP] > MIDI Filter (turn on the System Exclusive checkbox). This 
prevents the SysEx data from being recorded into Track 1.  

b. When ready to dump all tracks, re-enable the recording of SysEx. 

c. When you record the playback of the Control Track to all tracks, using the 
“overdub” setting, the SysEx will be overdubbed onto the Control Track. 

d. You either must keep the Control Track and play it back with the rest of 
the Tracks (the dummy voice on Track 1 will not make any sounds) or 
consider moving the SysEx data to another track, as explained below. 

 

3. If you solo the recorded Track 8 in this example, you will not get any wave-sequencing (all notes 
play the same wave) because you would need to solo Track 1 at the same time (not possible in the 
Motif). One way around this is to move the SysEx data from Track 1 to Track 8, putting it on the 
same track that it is affecting (as explained below). 

 
Multiple KARMA Wave-Sequencing Modules 

As an example, we can consider the Performance “Tape-Head Techno”, which has two Modules doing 
KARMA Wave-sequencing, on different Tracks (Modules 4 and 5, which transmit on Channels 7 and 8, 
which you can verify by looking at the Performance Editor > MIDI Setup page). This becomes even 
more problematic, because all of the above applies, with the additional fact that the SysEx messages, 
while containing information that directs them to affect the correct track, all end up on the first 
record-enabled track – mixed up together. It’s impossible to separate them. 

Therefore, again you need to always keep the Control Track (or at least the SysEx part of it), or consider 
moving the SysEx to another track. However, in this case, even if you move the SysEx to one of the 
affected tracks, you cannot individually solo the tracks and expect to hear the correct wave-
sequencing, because the SysEx data for the two tracks is lumped together.  
 
Another approach: Multiple recording passes 

You could also consider recording separate passes (with the Control Track method). For example, with 
the “Tape Head Techno” Performance, Local Control On and Keyboard Thru Off, this method was 
tested and produced good results: 

1. Create the Control Track with the recording of SysEx filtered out as described above (or erase the 
SysEx from the finished Control Track as described below). 

2. When done with the Control Track, turn off the [Run] buttons in KARMA’s Main Window Status 
Area for the two “WaveSeq” Modules 4 and 5 (Module 6’s Run button is dynamically controlled by 
the Fill feature), and do one pass overdubbing the rest of the tracks onto “all tracks” from the 
finished Control Track. This results in no recorded SysEx data, and nothing on the two WaveSeq 
tracks, since the two Modules are effectively muted – but all the other tracks are recorded. 

3. In the KARMA Software, turn off the [Run] buttons for all Modules except Module 4 “WaveSeq 1” 
(which transmits on Channel 7). In the Motif, switch to Track 7, press the [Record] button, make 
sure that only Track 7 (which receives on Channel 7) is record-enabled, and press [Play] to begin 
recording and [Stop] when finished. (Unfortunately, you’ll hear the fill being doubled because the 
Control Track dynamically turns on the [Run] button for Module 6, but this is not recorded, so 
ignore it. You can’t reliably use the [Solo] buttons instead of the [Run] buttons to control things, 
because the [Solos] override Track Mutes and if you were changing between scenes having Track 
Mutes turned on, they wouldn’t work.) 
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4. When finished with that pass, you will see that data has been recorded on Track 7. If you go into 
Event Edit for Track 7, you will see that the SysEx data has gone into the same track that all of the 
notes did, because it was the first (and only) record-enabled track. 

5. Do a third pass, where only the [Run] button is on for Module 5 “WaveSeq 2”. In the Motif, switch 
to Track 8, press the [Record] button, make sure that only Track 8 (which receives on Channel 8) is 
record-enabled, and press [Play] to begin recording and [Stop] when finished. (Again, you’ll hear 
the fill being doubled, so ignore it.) 

6. When finished with that pass, you will see that data has been recorded on Track 8. If you go into 
Event Edit for Track 8, you will see that the SysEx data has gone into the same track that all of the 
notes did, because it was the first (and only) record-enabled track. 

7. Now, put KARMA into Bypass and play back the finished recording. Try soloing both Tracks 7 and 8 
and you’ll hear that the wave-sequencing is working with the solos, because each track contains 
the correct matching SysEx data. 

 
Moving SysEx data from one track to another 

When finished dumping the tracks, if you choose to, 
you can use the [JOB] button to move the SysEx data 
from Track 1 to the Track it is actually affecting. (Note 
that since the SysEx data is not channel specific, it can 
actually go onto any track, but it’s often useful to 
associate it with the track that it is actually affecting, for 
soling and muting tracks and editing.) 

This can be done using [JOB] > Event > Extract Event 
and setting it to System Exclusive, as shown in this 
example.  

 
 
 
Erasing SysEx data from a track 

If you end up with a Control Track that has SysEx mixed 
into it that you don’t want, you can remove it using 
[JOB] > Event > Erase Event and setting it to System 
Exclusive, as shown in this example. 
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About Remote Mode and Recording 

Remote Mode cannot be used at the same time as the Motif’s internal sequencer, so this discussion 
applies only to using external sequencing software. 

The Remote Mode transmits control surface actions on the second Yamaha MIDI Port. Since KARMA 
uses (by default) the first Yamaha MIDI port for incoming and outgoing MIDI data from the keyboard 
and controllers, this second port can be watched separately for incoming MIDI (and is specified in the 
MIDI Setup (Global) Editor > Devices page). 

When the Motif’s Remote Mode is controlling KARMA, the buttons, sliders and knobs of the Motif’s 
control surface send a predetermined group of MIDI note numbers, CCs and pitch bend messages. 
KARMA performs a non-user-configurable internal mapping of note numbers and pitch bend 
messages on the data coming in on Yamaha Port 2. For example, the top 8 Bank Select buttons on the 
Motif’s right side (PRE 1 ~ PRE 8) send MIDI note numbers 32 ~ 39. KARMA internally maps these to 
Chord Triggers 1 ~ 8. For more information, see the separate PDF document “Using The Remote Mode 
- XF, XS” included in the Tutorials folder. 

The DAW does not record the actual 
output of the Motif’s Remote Mode on 
Yamaha Port 2 (although it could, but 
experiments proved using it this way 
was more problematic*). Rather, the 
KARMA software listens to the Remote 
Mode on the Remote In Port, performs 
actions in response to the control 
surface movements, and then remaps 
those commands to the corresponding 
CCs and note numbers specified on the 
MIDI Setup (Global) Editor > RTC 
Setup page. It then sends those 
remapped actions on the specified RTC 
Setup Transmit Port and Channel, the 
same as it does when you operate the 
computer keyboard or an external controller. In other words, KARMA takes the actions of Remote 
Mode and transmits to the sequencer the actions of RTC Setup control. This also means that you can 
control KARMA from the computer as well and have those movements recorded into the Control Track 
at the same time as using the Remote Mode – since both your actions on the control surface and your 
actions on the computer keyboard and screen result in the same MIDI messages being transmitted to 
the Control Track. 

For example, the PRE 1 Bank Select button (Chord Trigger 1) in Remote Mode sends MIDI Note 
Number 32 in on the Remote In Port (USB Driver Port 2, or FW Driver “remote” port). KARMA receives 
this, activates Chord Trigger 1, and then transmits the RTC Setup assignment of note number 000 to 
the Control Track, on the RTC Transmit Out Port and Channel. A second example: Remote Mode Slider 
2 sends Pitch Bend on Channel 2. KARMA receives this, moves Slider 2 in response, and then transmits 
the RTC Setup assignment of CC24. 

In other words, KARMA turns the Remote Mode-based real-time performance into an RTC-based 
performance. This is what you record on the control track, and this is what you playback into KARMA 
to recreate the performance. 

This also means that the same information is recorded onto the control track whether you use the 
Remote Mode, an external controller box or the computer keyboard and screen. All actions result in 
the same RTC assignments being generated onto the control track. 

* Why? Because the DAW would have to intercept the output of the Motif (sitting between the Motif and 
KARMA in the recording chain). No easy way to use the computer keyboard, or an external controller at the 
same time, and have that information also recorded in the same single control track. This could possibly be 
accomplished with additional tracks and more complex MIDI routings, but instead, the above design 
decision was implemented which works very well. 
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Using an external sequencing program (DAW) - Cubase Pro 8.5 Example 
(By Progster) The following examples will show how to record a KARMA Motif Performance using the 
Remote Mode into Cubase 8.5 Pro on a PC. This Cubase-related information was prepared by Progster 
and tracks closely the original information provided by Stephen Kay for Digital Performer and a Mac. 
Text, pictures and some content has been edited to create a complete and accurate "as I actually 
accomplished it" tutorial. Hopefully you will be able to accomplish it directly the same way!  

The exact software used at the time of this document's preparation: 

loopMIDI v 1.0.13 (24) 
Cubase 8.5 Pro 64 bit (v 8.5.20.0) 
KARMA Motif 3.2.1.206 

The KARMA software will send and receive MIDI data to/from the DAW using one or more virtual MIDI 
ports.  

On Windows 64-bit systems, this can be accomplished with the free 3rd-party software loopMIDI, by 
Tobias Erichsen. http://www.tobias-erichsen.de/software/loopmidi.html 

I found loopMIDI after a fair amount of investigation. One key point is that Cubase 8.5 Pro 64 bit is a 
64-bit application, while KARMA Motif is a 32-bit application. Thus, our virtual MIDI port solution must 
be capable of operating correctly with a 32-bit app on one side and a 64-bit app on the other. This 
narrows the field, because venerable legacy choices such as MIDI-YOKE create virtual ports that will 
not be seen by Cubase 8.5 Pro 64 bit. 

Furthermore, loopMIDI has some very helpful advanced features such as freely assignable port 
naming and completely on-the-fly port creation and destruction of basically as many or few ports as 
you want or need. Reboots are not required after making changes.  

Hence I (Progster) recommend loopMIDI regardless of your particulars (and I recommend as well that 
you make a donation to Tobias Erichsen for his fine work!). Though other choices are possible (e.g. 
LoopBE) I will not discuss them further here. 

Configuring Virtual MIDI Ports Using loopMIDI 

 
Stephen Kay's original tutorial for Mac and DP referenced virtual port names such as ' IAC Bus 1' and ' 
IAC Bus 2'. I followed that tutorial as a guide and to allow for direct correspondence I used the names 
'loopMIDI Port 1' and 'loopMIDI Port 2' during my first attempts at configuration. 
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Later, after I achieved success, I decided that simple port numbers fell short in not offering an 
explanation of where data was coming from or going to. So, I decided to use the port naming 
capability of loopMIDI to create new, information-rich port names so that I would more easily be able 
to see inside of KARMA and Cubase what was being routed where. 

Above you see all 4 of the port names that resulted. To create these Use the '-' button to delete all 
ports you don't want, then type the desired new port name(s) and use the '+' button to add them. 

For the port names I used "KMo" instead of "KARMA Motif" or "KARMA" in order to save screen real-
estate and allow the name to be short enough for convenient full display in the Cubase Track 
Inspector.  

The remainder of this tutorial will use just two ports: 'loopMIDI Cubase to KMo' and 'loopMIDI KMo to 
Cubase'. The logical terminology of 'IAC Bus #' will also be used where applicable. 

Open the MIDI Port Manager from the Window Menu or the Menu Button in the MIDI Setup (Global) 
Editor.  

Enable: 'loopMIDI Cubase to KMo' in the Input Ports section 

Enable: 'loopMIDI KMo to Cubase' in the Output Ports section 

 
Also, be sure to disable the KMo VMD, as that is 32-bit only, has no use here, and can only serve to 
interfere. 

 

Recording a KARMA Performance (Control Track) in Cubase 

(By Progster) This section explains how to record a KARMA Performance into Cubase (Cubase 8.5 Pro 
was used for this example) to create a Control Track replicating all of the Performance’s gestures. You 
might be using Remote Mode to control KARMA, or an external controller to trigger various features, 
or even the computer keyboard shortcuts. This example talks about using Remote Mode, but the 
procedure is the same either way. For this example, you should have the Motif’s Local Control set to 
off, and KARMA’s Keyboard Thru set to on. 

In the following example we will use two separate virtual MIDI ports (aka IAC Buses); you could do it 
with one and different DI channels, but it’s easier to keep the data going from KARMA on IAC Bus 1, 
and the data going back to KARMA from the DAW on IAC Bus 2. 

The Motif’s keyboard and physical controllers such as the mod wheel, ribbon, pitch bend wheel etc. 
send MIDI data on the Yamaha USB Driver Port 1 (or the FW Driver “Main” port), and the MIDI Channel 
that is set in the Motif’s Utility Mode (Control > MIDI > Channel). By default, we assume in all of our 
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supplied content, documentation, and examples that the MIDI Channel is set to 1. While it can be set 
to something else, it requires a certain level of reconfiguration of all the included Performances, Songs 
etc. – so Channel 1 is the recommended setting. 

Therefore, to record a KARMA Performance and get the output of the keyboard and the CCs that 
trigger the various KARMA features at the same time, you need to enable two tracks in the DAW. 

The first track records: the notes and controller moves from the Yamaha Motif Port 1 Channel 1 input 
(your actual performance on the keyboard - the LH/RH areas, Mod Wheel, Pitch Bend, Damper Pedal 
etc.). This info originates from the Motif on port 'Yamaha MOTIF XS6-1' (or similar). 

The second track records: the actions you perform on the Remote Mode buttons, sliders and knobs, 
that control various KARMA features such as the Fill, Stutter, Retrigger etc. This info originates from the 
Motif on port 'Yamaha MOTIF XS6-2' (or similar), but will be mapped in KARMA before being sent to 
the DAW in its final form. 

It’s important to understand that you don’t actually record the output of the Remote Mode, or the 
events it generates – KARMA receives those events and re-transmits them to the DAW as CCs 
(explained in the previous section “About Remote Mode and Recording”). When you press a button in 
the Remote Mode, a MIDI note event is sent into KARMA on the Remote Port, which is Yamaha USB 
Driver Port 2 (or the FW Driver “Remote” port) – this is set and enabled in the MIDI Setup (Global) 
Editor > Devices page, as shown here. 

  

(The settings shown are as in the 
standard KARMA factory global 
settings. If you began your work 
from an unchanged load of the ' 
KMO Factory Data 1.kdf' file then 
you should not have to change 
them at this point.) 

 

 

The events trigger and control various KARMA features directly, while also causing the CCs specified in 
the MIDI Setup (Global) Editor > RTC Setup page to be transmitted to the DAW on the Transmit Port 
and Channel. 

Therefore, set the Transmit Port to:  'loopMIDI KMo to Cubase' 
Then, set the Receive 1 Port and Channel to: 'loopMIDI Cubase to KMo' 
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You then add two MIDI tracks to 
Cubase like so: 

 

The first track receives MIDI directly 
from the Motif on port 1 ('Yamaha 
MOTIF XS6-1'). 

It then sends the data the data on 
to KARMA via IAC ('loopMIDI 
Cubase to KMo'). 

 

The monitor function (speaker 
button) should generally be on to 
ensure that this data is routed back 
to the Motif (which has Local 
Control Off) to be heard whether 
recording or not. 

 

 

 

Alternatively, the global Preferences setting 'Record-Enable allows MIDI Thru' should allow you to 
leave the monitor button off if you only care about hearing the Motif while actually recording. 

 
In general though, if you DO NOT hear your live playing whenever you think you should, be sure to turn the 
monitor on and that should solve the problem (assuming your In/Out routings are correct as shown). 
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(Both tracks shown with Record Enable (red button) on. You will obviously need to have Record Enable on 
when recording the KARMA Control Track(s), and should have it off, for safety, otherwise.) 

The second track receives MIDI data from KARMA via IAC ('loopMIDI KMo to Cubase'). 
It then sends the data the data back to KARMA via IAC ('loopMIDI Cubase to KMo'). 

Thus, both tracks output to KARMA via IAC ('loopMIDI Cubase to KMo'). 

As mentioned before, you should have Local Control Off in the Motif. 

 
In Cubase the possibility of MIDI Thru needs to be globally enabled. This is done via File -> 
Preferences -> MIDI Thru Active. 

Having this box checked will allow you to turn on the MIDI Thru for any individual channel at record 
time, and this is necessary when recording the KARMA Control Track. 

While you are recording the keyboard events of the Motif directly, the notes and button pushes must 
be echoed through to the IAC Bus for KARMA to receive them.  

This places Cubase in between the Motif and the KARMA software, intercepting and recording all of 
your actions on the Motif. Therefore, once you have recorded a Performance, no reconfiguration is 
needed to play it back. 

KARMA Motif’s Performance Editor > MIDI Setup page is where we make several important 
adjustments to allow this all to work seamlessly: 
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Since we are recording the output of the keyboard to a track in the DAW, we need to change the input 
port for the KARMA Performance to listen to the output of that track, and not the keyboard directly. 
This inserts the DAW between the KARMA and the Motif. 

1. Turn off the “Link All Ports To Global Ports” checkbox. This disconnects the KARMA Performances 
from using the Global In/Out Port specified in the MIDI Setup (Global) Editor > General page 
and each Performance may use its own stored MIDI Setup. As shown in the above example, with 
“Link All Ports To Global Ports” turned off and Input Mode “Single”, there is a single Input Port 
(located in the Module 1 row) that controls all Input Ports. 

2. Set the single Input Port for Module 1 to 'loopMIDI Cubase to KMo' (which sets all of them the 
same way). Now when you play the Motif’s keyboard, the MIDI goes into the DAW from the 
Yamaha USB Driver Port 1 (or FW “Main” port), and then the DAW track sends the MIDI back out on 
the IAC Bus 2 Channel 1, into KARMA.  

With Cubase’s MIDI Thru on for Track 1 (named 'Ctrl fr Motif to KARMA' as seen in Cubase picture 
above), this is echoed through back into KARMA; so playing the Motif’s keyboard at this time 
should sound and activate the KARMA Performance. In other words, you play the Motif into 
Cubase, Cubase sends it to KARMA, and KARMA sends it back to the Motif. 

3. At this time, you may wish to store the modified Performance, so that when you receive the 
“Reload Current Performance” command explained earlier you can answer “Yes” or let it auto-
reload without having to reconfigure the MIDI Setup page again. (You can store it in any location; 
the “Reload Current Performance” command is not location-specific.) 
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At this point, you can start recording in Cubase (be sure both tracks are record-enabled), switch back 
to KARMA Motif, switch into the Remote Mode on the Motif, and begin recording the KARMA 
Performance with all controller moves, scene changes, fills etc. When finished recording, end the 
KARMA Performance with the Stop Command or Stop Transport button in Remote Mode.  

After halting the KARMA Performance, click somewhere in Cubase to give it the focus and stop 
recording in the normal way (e.g. '0' key, or click on stop button in transport bar).  

You can then instantly playback the recorded control track without any reconfiguration and listen to 
the results. 

Conceptual Routing 

Another way of explaining all of this is that the two tracks of the DAW are conceptually routed like this: 

Motif output (Yamaha USB Driver Port 1 or FW Main Port, Ch1) -> 
into DAW Track #1 (out on 'loopMIDI Cubase to KMo') -> 

into KARMA Input ('loopMIDI Cubase to KMo' on Perf. MIDI Setup) -> 
LH area controls KARMA generation, RH area plays leads 

Remote Mode (Yamaha USB Driver Port 2 or FW Remote Port) -> 
as KARMA Remote Input (Devices page) -> 

causes transmission of RTC CCs on RTC Transmit Port (IAC Bus 1, Ch1) ->  
into DAW Track #2 (out on 'loopMIDI Cubase to KMo') -> 

back into KARMA on RTC Receive Port ('loopMIDI Cubase to KMo') ->  
     cause triggering of Fills, Stutter, Chord Triggers etc. 

Again, the DAW has been “inserted” into the chain at the points indicated in red above, thereby 
allowing the full operation of KARMA Motif to be recorded and instantly played back without 
reconfiguration. 
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Dumping the Control Track to a MIDI Track in Cubase 
(By Progster) This section discusses how to set up Cubase 8.5 Pro to dump all the tracks of MIDI data 
from KARMA once your Control Track is finished. 

In the KARMA Performance’s MIDI Setup page, we need to make a change. We are still going to receive 
from the Control Track on IAC Bus 2 ('loopMIDI Cubase to KMo') as previously set up, but now you 
need to change the single Output Port to transmit on IAC Bus 1 ('loopMIDI KMo to Cubase'), which is 
going to send the Output of KARMA on all channels that KARMA uses to Cubase. 

 

(Chord Triggers controlling the arps on Channels 10 and 11 also follow the output port setting of the 
first Module’s port, since they do not have separate adjustable port settings.)  

As before, you may wish to store this change 
to the Performance so that reloading it 
doesn’t reset the ports. 

 

 

In Cubase, define a 3rd track in your project 
into which KARMA's final MIDI data output 
will be recorded. All the data on all channels 
will be initially recorded into one track. We 
will separate the data later by channel if we 
wish to. 
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You can now locate back to the beginning and start recording, and Cubase sends the two Control 
Tracks into KARMA, which then performs the whole song, while sending the MIDI data back to Cubase, 
where it is recorded into a single MIDI track - while at the same time Cubase sends all that MIDI data 
out to the Motif so you can hear it while it is being recorded. 

 
Above you can see the dense MIDI data present in a newly recorded KARMA Performance. 

This track is now ready to play back directly from Cubase to the Motif without further involvement of 
the KARMA software. Mute the two control tracks, unmute the final track, and let 'er rip! 

Alternatively, after finishing the “dump”, place KARMA into Bypass so it will ignore the Control Tracks 
(even if they remain unmuted in Cubase), and you can play back the results without reconfiguring on 
the Cubase side. 

See the section “Recording KARMA Wave-Sequencing (DP)” for special considerations with using this 
feature. (Note: That section has not been updated specifically for Cubase, but the same concepts apply.) 

 

Expanding to Multiple MIDI Tracks in Cubase 
(By Progster) For editing and other further manipulation you may wish to have your KARMA MIDI parts 
available in separate parts on separate tracks. In Cubase, going from a single multi-channel track to 
multiple single-channel tracks is known as a MIDI Dissolve. 

To accomplish this, click on the combined KARMA MIDI track itself to select/highlight (see black track 
above), and then perform the MIDI Dissolve Part operation, separating by channels to create the final 
expanded multi-track recording. 
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You may now edit at will. 

Recording a KARMA Performance (Direct) in Cubase 
(By Progster) If you want to skip making a Control Track, but want to record the MIDI output of a real-
time KARMA Performance using Remote Mode into a DAW, you can use a variation of the previous 
technique of recording KARMA Control Tracks. 
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Set up the KARMA Performance Editor > MIDI Setup page to take input from the Motif’s USB Driver 
Port 1 (or FW Driver “Main”), but set the output port to IAC 'loopMIDI KMo to Cubase', thereby sending 
the output of all of KARMA’s tracks to Cubase (instead of directly to the Motif). In Cubase this data will 
be simultaneously recorded and echoed thru to the Motif so you can hear it. In other words, the MIDI 
data is routed out thru Cubase for "printing" on its way to the Motif for sounding. 

Note: It doesn’t matter what the RTC Setup Transmit and Receive ports are set to, since they are not used 
with this setup. 

In Cubase, do the recording on the same track (with same configuration) as if you were driving the 
KARMA performance from previously recorded control tracks.  

 
KARMA MIDI direct recording on 3rd track, same configuration as before 

 

Recording All-At-Once in Cubase (Control Track(s) + MIDI) 

Sometimes you might wish to record and save the Control Track(s) and the final KARMA MIDI all-at-
once in the same pass. Mainly, this saves you the time of doing a Control Track dump later, while still 
ensuring that you have recorded and saved the Control information in case you should want to adjust 
it, edit it, rearrange it, or play it back to a different KARMA Performance later. 

The core issue here is that the goal is for the KARMA control info and the final KARMA MIDI info to be 
kept separate and recorded on different tracks. This will not be the case if both kinds of info are sent to 
Cubase over the same IAC bus. 

The answer is to define a 3rd IAC 
bus! This is simply done in loopMIDI. 
For this example, IAC Bus #3 will be 
called 'loopMIDI KMo Final MIDI'. Go 
ahead and define it in loopMIDI.  

  

http://karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/files/HowToAuthorize-KMo.pdf
http://download.yamaha.com
http://download.yamaha.com
http://karma-lab.com/register/kmo
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Once the new virtual port 
is defined, exit and 
reopen KARMA so that it 
is recognized. Then 
enable it for output (only) 
in KARMA’s MIDI Port 
Manager. 

 

 

 

Three IAC bus virtual MIDI 
ports now defined, one In, 
two Out 

 

So for this scenario, we are using our original 'loopMIDI KMo to Cubase' as before for RTC transmission: 

 

…and using the new 'loopMIDI KMo Final MIDI' port for the MIDI data output: 

 

http://karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/files/HowToAuthorize-KMo.pdf
http://karma-lab.com/register/kmo
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On the Cubase side, we 
set our KARMA MIDI 
recording track to take its 
data from this new port. 
Here is a picture of that 
setting being made, and 
with the three tracks all 
armed and ready to 
record all-at-once. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At this point you can roll Cubase and record everything onto individual tracks in a single pass. 

 

 

 

 

After recording, you may immediately playback the 
recorded data track, simply by soloing it:  
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The control tracks are "there if you need 'em".  

One way to playback from the control tracks is to reset the KARMA MIDI Setup Output to go to the 
Motif (instead of to an IAC bus). This is exactly as previously explained for playing back from control 
tracks. 

 
 

 

 

For this playback, mute 
the final MIDI data track 
and unmute the control 
tracks:  
 

  

 

There is yet another way 
to get control track 
playback from this 
setup.  

Duplicate the MIDI data 
track (to copy those 
settings), then delete 
the duplicated part, 
leaving the track empty. 
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Make sure the monitor is on, mute the original track, and then initiate playback. 

 

In effect this is redoing the all-at-once recording but without printing it, so no change in KARMA port 
configurations is required! 

The key concept is that the Motif keyboard will be fed the final data either from KARMA or from 
Cubase. Either way works. It's good to have choices! 

As these docs show, KARMA Motif and Cubase 8.5 Pro will work superbly together. 

Once everything is set up initially, only very small and easily understood changes are needed to 
accommodate the various scenarios that might be desired.  

Enjoy! 

 

  

http://karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/docs.html#beginner
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Recording KARMA Wave-Sequencing (DP) 
Again, there are some special considerations for recording Performances using KARMA Wave-
Sequencing. Please read the previous section on recording KARMA Wave-Sequencing to the Motif’s 
internal sequencer for some background on this feature. Some of the same problems apply to 
recording it in external DAWs, and some new ones. 

Again, we are only talking about DP here, but when I tried to record a Performance with KARMA Wave-
Sequencing, I discovered that Digital Performer would NOT echo SysEx data - period. This is 
acknowledged in several discussions on the Internet. When you send a KARMA module through the 
IAC Port to a track in DP and the track is sending to the Motif, you will not hear the effect of the SysEx 
messages. If you record the data, however, the SysEx messages are all there – and when you play it 
back, you will hear them properly. It just will not echo them in real-time, and there’s no workaround. 
Hopefully other DAW software has a way around this or does not do this. 

Secondly, again as we discussed previously, SysEx data does not have a MIDI Channel. Therefore, in 
Digital Performer, it only shows up on a special assignment 
named “IAC Bus 1-any”. As you can see in the popup menu to the 
right, there is an input assignment for each MIDI channel, and the 
very first one is “any”. This is the input port where SysEx messages 
show up. 

It’s also the port on which every single message from every single 
channel shows up. So, if you record this input onto a track, you will 
get every note for every channel all mixed together, without any 
channel information, along with the SysEx. That means, 
essentially: 

1. There is no good way to record a KARMA Performance with 
KARMA Wave-Sequencing into DP as MIDI with the “direct 
method”. 

2. You cannot configure it to echo thru the SysEx, so you cannot hear the KARMA Wave-Sequencing 
happening, and 

3. I made it work by configuring an extra track to record the “IAC Bus 1-any” input, and sending the 
output of that track to “None” (plays nothing), so you cannot hear all the notes from all channels 
playing on that track at the 
same time. Then I recorded 
on all tracks doing the live 
Performance, as explained 
in a previous section, but 
without hearing any wave-
sequencing. You hear the 
notes for those tracks 
playing, but without 
changing the waveforms. 
When the recording was 
done, and KARMA placed 
into Bypass, I used the “Event List View Filter” to show everything on the special “IAC Bus 1-any” 
SysEx track except the SysEx and deleted all of those events, leaving only the SysEx. Then I assigned 
the output of that track to one of the Motif Channels (it doesn’t matter which one, as the SysEx is 
not channelized) – and it worked. If you want to solo the wave-sequencing, you solo the track 
playing the notes and the track playing the SysEx – or you could merge them together. But not 
what you would call intuitive or conducive to doing a real-time live recording. 

4. For the Control Track method, it works somewhat better, as you can hear the wave-sequencing 
normally the whole time you are putting together the Control Track and playing it back. Since the 
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second track that records various controller moves on “IAC Bus 1-1” is not set to “1-any”, the 
Control Tracks do not record any SysEx (unlike the issue with the internal sequencer). But once 
again, during the dumping of all tracks to separate MIDI tracks, you have to configure the extra 
track to record on “IAC Bus 1-any”, set the output to “None”, and do the same operations as Step 3 
above to end up with a track containing only the SysEx. And once again, during the dump you will 
not hear the wave-sequencing – only when you play it back. 

 

Why not to use Event Chasing 
If the DAW has Event Chasing enabled, then relocating back 
to the beginning of the song will send out values for 
various controllers that were recorded – the first recorded 
value for each CC. This will instantly cause the Performance 
to be set to the edited state, although it’s not really edited. 
It can also cause wrong settings to be used. For example, 
let’s say the Performance loads with startup Scene 5 and 
you begin recording with that. After a few measures, you 
change to Scene 1. When you locate back to the beginning 
of the song (and it resets and reloads as explained earlier in 
this document), Event Chasing will send a value of 0 (Scene 
1) for the Scene CC (being the first recorded value), thereby 
changing to the wrong scene. If you wanted Event Chasing 
to work, you would have to make sure that you embed the 
correct starting values for all controllers at the beginning of 
the song – which is too much work. 

Therefore, for recording KARMA Performances, you may wish to set Event Chasing to off while working 
on Control Tracks. In Digital Performer, that’s on the Setup Menu > Set Event Chasing… 
 

Synchronization Strategies 

When recording to the Motif’s internal sequencer 

Assuming you are using the default factory options 
in the KARMA software and the default options in 
the Motif Data file that we provide containing the 
Performances, this is automatically set up correctly 
for you. Therefore, this section is provided merely as 
a reference. The default setup is: 

KARMA as the master, Motif as the slave 

In KARMA Motif, the MIDI Setup (Global) Editor > 
Sync page should be set to the “Auto” Mode, 
sending to the Motif on USB Port 1 (or FW “Main” 
port), as shown.  

The Sync section of the Motif’s [UTILITY] > Control > MIDI 
page are set to: 

MIDI Sync:  MIDI 
Clock Out:  on 
Sequencer Control: out 

The Motif’s Sequencer Control setting specifies whether 
the Motif responds to MIDI Start/Stop/Continue messages 
and SPP (Song Position Pointer) messages (when set to 
“in”), whether the Motif sends those same messages (when 
set to “out”), or both cases (when set to “in/out”). 

Reasons why the Motif’s Sequencer Control setting is set to “out” only (and not “in/out”): 
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1. Experimentation showed that it is not possible to have the Motif sequencer “waiting” for a MIDI 
Start message to begin recording, because KARMA will send the Start message when first 
triggered, immediately followed by the first notes. Apparently, the Motif sequencer requires a 
certain small period of time after receiving the Start message to begin recording, and you will 
always lose the first notes of KARMA, or the first Chord Trigger button push or Fill button (if you use 
those to start a Performance) if you attempt to record this way. Secondly, let’s say you wanted to 
play the RH and LH lead sounds without triggering KARMA for a few bars as part of an intro 
concept. Since KARMA doesn’t send the MIDI Start message until actually triggered, this would not 
be possible. Therefore, the recommended method is to use the first measure of the song as a 
“count-off” (i.e. record 4 beats of silence and then start the KARMA Performance). 

2. Pressing “Stop” in KARMA sends a MIDI Stop message (in addition to the RTC CC for Stop), which 
would immediately stop the Motif’s sequencer, perhaps not recording some of the last messages 
that KARMA generates. Again, experimentation showed that it was better to record KARMA’s Stop 
message into the sequencer without actually stopping the sequencer at the same time. 
Alternately, let’s say you wanted to stop the KARMA generation, but continue playing the RH lead 
sound as part of an ending concept. If stopping KARMA stops the sequencer, this would not be 
possible. Therefore, this setting lets the sequencer continue recording until you end it with the 
Motif’s Transport Stop button. 

3. Since Sequencer Control is set to “out”, the Motif’s Transport Stop button sends a Stop message 
that can be used to stop KARMA (convenient), and also allows the “Reload Current Performance” 
feature to work, since the Motif send a SPP message of “0” when “Locate to Start” is pushed. 

With these settings, changing the KARMA Performance’s tempo changes the Motif’s tempo and the 
tempos of various beat-synchronized effects in the Motif. 

The Motif as the master, KARMA as the slave 

If you wanted to run this the other way for some 
reason (although there’s no real benefit that I could 
see), you could leave the KARMA Sync page set 
tings as Auto Mode, and change the Motif MIDI 
Sync setting to “internal”. You will see the Sync 
Page’s Status Label change to [External]. Now, 
changing the tempo in the Motif Song changes the 
tempo of the KARMA Performance. 

 

When recording to external sequencing software 

It’s up to you whether you want to (or need to) use synchronization. Personally, I often just set the 
tempo of the DAW sequence to be the same as the KARMA Performance tempo, and just “free-wheel” 
the recording (i.e. record without synchronization), later shifting all of the notes a bit forward or 
backwards as necessary to line up perfectly with the beat. Of course, this only works for songs that stay 
at a fixed tempo. 

In any case, you can synchronize your external sequencing software to KARMA (or vice versa) using 
MIDI Clock (also referred to as “Beat Clock”). This not MTC (MIDI Time Code) – so don’t get the two 
confused. Each software package will operate differently with regards to this. 

Note (Progster): Cubase does not support being a MIDI clock slave. You cannot sync with Cubase in 
this manner. Instead, if you need to sync to Cubase, do it with Cubase as the Master (See further below 
for instructions.)  

 

  

http://karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/docs.html#beginner
http://download.yamaha.com
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Here’s how it works in Digital Performer: 

KARMA as the master, DP as the slave 

1. In KARMA’s MIDI Setup (Global) Editor > Sync 
page, set the Mode to Auto (if it is not already) 
or Internal. Output Port 1 will already normally 
be set to send to the Motif, which is using 
external MIDI Sync as explained earlier in this 
section.  

2. Enable and set Output Port 2 to send into “IAC Bus 1”, thereby routing MIDI Clock to DP. Now, both 
the Motif and DP will be tempo-controlled by KARMA. 

3. In DP, under the Setup menu is the “Receive 
Sync...” command, which opens the Preferences 
and Settings to the “Receive Sync” page. Here, 
you specify “IAC Bus 1” as the “Sync to port”, 
thereby telling DP where KARMA’s MIDI clock is 
coming in. 

4. Set the “Type of sync” to “Standard beat clocks” 
at “24 clocks per quarter note”, and hit “Done”. 

5. Also under the Setup menu, turn on “Slave To 
External Sync”. 

With these settings, when you place DP in Record, it 
will sit there doing nothing because it is waiting for a 
MIDI Start command from the KARMA software. So 
you then go back to the KARMA software and start 
you Performance, for example with the Fill button, 
KARMA sends a MIDI Start command and DP starts 
recording immediately and runs in sync with KMO. 
Stop KARMA and DP stops recording, as well. 

If you wanted to get a count-off/lead-in in DP, you would turn on the “Start on any clock (no 
start/continue needed)” option in DP’s Receive Sync dialog, and DP would start recording immediately 
instead of waiting for a Start command, as long as it is actually receiving MIDI Clock from KARMA. 

With this setup, if you were to vary the tempo of the KARMA Performance while recording, DP would 
follow it as well. However, it does not appear that it is possible to record those tempo changes – you 
would need to edit the sequence later and insert tempo changes into the Conductor Track. 

DP as the master, KARMA as the slave 

1. To synchronize things the other way, choose 
“Transmit Sync...” from DP’s Setup menu to open 
the “Transmit Sync” page of the Preferences and 
Settings dialog. 

2. Set the “Transmit beat clocks via port(s) menu to 
“IAC Bus 2”. 

3. Set “Generate MIDI beat clocks” and 24 clocks per 
quarter note” options, and hit “Done”. 
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4. In KARMA’s MIDI Setup (Global) Editor > Sync 
page, set the Mode to External.  

5. Set the Input Port to “IAC Bus 2” thereby 
grabbing the incoming Sync from DP. We then 
want the first output port set to the Motif, with 
the Echo checkbox on, so that DP’s MIDI clock is 
echoed to the Motif by way of KARMA. 

 
With these settings, when you trigger KARMA to start, nothing happens because it is waiting for a MIDI 
Start command. When you switch to DP and start recording, KARMA starts at the same time. If you 
vary the tempo of DP, KARMA’s tempo will change at the same time. 
 

Cubase as the master, KARMA as the slave (by Progster) 

Set KARMA to take its Sync 
externally from the Cubase-
to-KARMA IAC bus 
('loopMIDI Cubase to KMo'):  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enable our IAC path to KARMA as a MIDI Clock Destination in Cubase, and if (as is typical) you want the 
KARMA software to always be ready to respond to performance gestures then be sure that the MIDI 
Clock is always being transmitted from Cubase. 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is recommended 
to undo those two 
checkboxes when 
external Syncing is 
no longer desired. 

 

http://karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/docs.html#beginner
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Other Resources 
File: Karma_RecAll_BlankBase_01.cpr 

Posted in the Karma-Lab forums by Progster, this Cubase 8.5 Pro project file contains the track 
definitions and various other settings mentioned above. It is meant to serve as an example or starting 
point for KARMA/Cubase recording projects. You should expect to have to adjust port names and 
connections to match your rig, and may wish to make other changes to suit your own recording style. 

File: KARMA_Cubase_Cheat_Sheet_01.pdf.  

Posted in the Karma-Lab forums by Progster, this file offers a concise summary of the KARMA and 
Cubase settings needed to realize several common recording scenarios. 

 

The End 

...of this tutorial, at least. Hopefully the information contained in here will help you learn to record 
everything that you can do with KARMA Motif, so that you can add to and refine your KARMA 
Performances into finished songs. Thanks for coming this far! 

http://jmelas.gr/motif/lib.php
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